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ABSTRACT

Users

The prevalence of online videos provides an opportunity for
e-commerce companies to exhibit their product ads in videos
by recommendation. In this paper, we propose an advertising system named Video eCommerce to exhibit appropriate
product ads to particular users at proper time stamps of
videos, which takes into account video semantics, user shopping preference and viewing behavior feedback by a two-level
strategy. At the first level, Co-Relation Regression (CRR)
model is novelly proposed to construct the semantic association between keyframes and products. Heterogeneous information network (HIN) is adopted to build the user shopping
preference from two different e-commerce platforms, Tmall
and MagicBox, which alleviates the problems of data sparsity and cold start. In addition, Video Scene Importance
Model (VSIM) utilizes the viewing behavior of users to embed ads at the most attractive position within the video
stream. At the second level, taking the results of CRR, HIN
and VSIM as the input, Heterogeneous Relation Matrix Factorization (HRMF) is applied for product advertising. Extensive evaluation on a variety of online videos from Tmall MagicBox demonstrates that Video eCommerce achieves
promising performance, which significantly outperforms the
state-of-the-art advertising methods.
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Figure 1: The architecture of Video eCommerce.
The associations between videos and products, users
and products, as well as users and videos are modeled by Co-Relation Regression (CRR), Heterogeneous Information Network (HIN), and Video Scene
Importance Model (VSIM), respectively.
With
these three components, the personalized video advertising is achieved under Heterogeneous Relation
Matrix Factorization (HRMF).
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INTRODUCTION

lion dollars by 20191 . The combination of e-commerce platforms and video content providers is inevitable and mutually
beneficial, since e-commerce platforms expose their products
to videos to increase Gross Merchandise Volume(GMV), and
video content providers look forward to traffic monetizing
by product exhibition. Unfortunately, video content based
product exhibition is still one of the most under-utilized ecommerce strategies, which has an extraordinarily positive
impact on consumers.
Traditional personalized product recommendation systems [7, 10, 31] can match consumers with appropriate products by analyzing the user behavior history and video textual
tags. Previous browsing and shopping histories may indicate the level of satisfaction with particular products, providing cues for their interests and tastes, which is very useful
to enhance user’s shopping experience and satisfaction. E-

The online video streaming service business shows the vast
market potential. It is forecasted that the online video market in China will post total revenue worth US$ 14.67 billion
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commerce companies like Amazon.com and video content
providers such as Netflix have made the recommended systems salient parts of their websites. However, few works pay
attention to the online video advertising with the combination of recommendation and video content analysis.
Existing video advertising and recommendation methods
also encounter several challenges, although visual information has been taken into account. First, recommendation
results for most advertising systems are only from searching visually similar products by object detection and image
classification [15]. Unfortunately, the category number of
pre-trained detectors and classifiers is limited, which results in the poor product coverage. Second, the diversity and
abundance of products in e-commerce platforms lead to the
association between users and product ads extremely sparse.
Especially, since the purchase records of products exhibited on videos are pretty limited, current recommendation
systems are always suffered from typical problems, such as
cold-start, data sparsity and so on. Third, without considering user preference, state-of-the-art systems recommend the
same product ads to all users, which are non-personalized.
Fourth, few works have paid attention to the insert positions
of product ads to attract users.
In this paper, a novel personalized product advertising
system is proposed to recommend product ads to users of
Tmall MagicBox. The videos are provided by set-top box,
Tmall MagicBox. It is an integrated household digital entertainment system designed by Alibaba, which offers a wide
variety of content, including movies, TV series, entertainment programs, documentaries, kids’ programs, games and
e-commerce. It has over 8,000 movies, 2,600 TV series, 2,100
entertainment programs, and 25,000 educational programs.
The products are from Alibaba B2C and C2C online retail platforms, Taobao.com and Tmall.com. The number of
products is approximately one billion. In addition, the user preference comes from two different domains, Tmall and
Tmall MagicBox. The goal of this work is to transfer shopping behavior of users from e-commerce websites to online
video advertising. The architecture of Video eCommerce is
illustrated in Figure 1. The associations between videos and
products, users and products, as well as users and videos are
modeled by Co-Relation Regression (CRR), Heterogeneous
Information Network (HIN), and Video Scene Importance
Model (VSIM), respectively. With these three components,
the personalized video advertising is achieved under Heterogeneous Relation Matrix Factorization (HRMF). To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first video e-commerce system has been running on online dataset and comprehensively taking into account the relationships among users, videos
and products. Its target is to recommend appropriate product ads to particular customers at proper time stamps, when
users are watching movies or TV series. The contributions
of this work are as follows:

products. Therefore, HIN is able to alleviate the problems of data sparsity and cold-start.
• Video Scene Importance Model (VSIM) is proposed to
leverage user click-through data and a voting approach
is used to automatically adjust the importance of video
scenes. In this way, user click-through can be tracked
and ads will be embedded at the most attractive positions
within the video stream.
• Heterogeneous Relation Matrix Factorization (HRMF) is
presented to take the outputs of CRR, HIN and VSIM as
the input and mine the relationship among users, keyframes
and products. It determines the insert positions in videos
of product ads according to user-keyframe relationship,
and enables the personalized advertising based on userproduct relationship.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a
brief overview of related work. Section 3 introduces the
framework of the proposed advertising system and the preprocessing. Section 4 elaborates the association modeling,
including CRR, HIN and VSIM. Heterogeneous Relation
Matrix Factorization is presented in Section 5. Experimental
results and performance comparison are described in Section
6. Finally, this paper is concluded with a summary.

2.

RELATED WORK

This work is closely related to online advertising and product recommendation, which will be briefly reviewed in this
section.

2.1

Online Advertising

In the last two decades, there has been substantial volume
of works done on online advertising. According to the order of evolution, it can be divided into: (a) content agnostic
advertising (random placing advertisements), (b) contextual
advertising (placing relevant advertisements based on keywords) [15, 16], and more recently (c) semantic advertising
(placing advertisements based on the semantic analysis of
the text) [20].
The main objectives of the online advertising are in revenue management through ad allocation. Text-based contextual advertising methods are popular, e.g. Google’s AdSense, whose ad allocation ways are optimized by using linear programming [2, 24] or dynamic programming [1, 9, 17].
Although contextual advertising is popular in text-based advertising, contextual multimedia advertising is developed slowly. The trend of online multimedia advertising is summarized and a broad survey on the methodologies for advertising is conducted in [13]. In online image advertising, a
contextual advertising system called ImageSense is studied
in [14, 16], which can automatically associate relevant ads with an image in the non-intrusive areas. Meanwhile, in
online video advertising, a VideoSense system is introduced
in [15] which aims to embed more contextually relevant ads at less intrusive positions within the video stream. More
recently, the linear in-stream ad allocation problem in an online video is studied in [8] through a dynamic programming
approach that accounts for ad prices, ad quality, and externalities from other advertisements. Unfortunately, existing
online multimedia advertising algorithms do not consider the
personalized user preference.

• Co-relation Regression (CRR) is proposed to model the
association between video keyframes and products, by exploiting vast amount of hidden linkages within keyframes,
products, and co-relation of keyframes and products.
• Heterogeneous Information Network (HIN) is applied to
build the relationship between users and products. Crossdomain user preference is propagated along different metapaths in HIN to generate latent features for users and
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2.2

Product Recommendation

Office
Kitchen
Bedroom

Recommender systems have been extensively studied in
the past decade, and been applied to many successful online services, such as product recommendation at Amazon,
movie recommendation at Netflix, video recommendation at
Hulu, and music recommendation at Pandora. It has drawn
much attention in computer vision, data mining, information retrieval and multimedia communities. Methods based
on collaborative filtering [3, 6, 10, 22] have been actively studied recently, which represent the user-item rating matrix
with low dimensional latent vectors. A REgularized DualfActor Regression (REDAR) method based on collaborative
filtering is proposed in [3], in which social attributes and
content attributes are flexibly combined. Although collaborative filtering achieves a huge success, there are two main
drawbacks: data sparsity and cold-start. Recently, a large
number of works address these two problems directly or indirectly by incorporating additional information, such as social data [11], user feedback [18] and latent factor models
[30].
Since the relationship between products is an essential factor for recommendation task, some works try to supply good
shopping experience for users by considering product relationship. A novel problem called the bundle recommendation problem is introduced in [32], which takes into account
of the dependency of items in the same set. A method is
developed in [12] to infer networks of substitutable and complementary products. It is formulated as a supervised link
prediction task, where the semantics of substitutes and complements can be learned from data associated with products.
There are also some works for recommendation task based
on other factors, such as time, price and so on. The conception of life stage is introduced into product recommendation [7]. The current life-stage of a user is first predicted
and corresponding products are then recommended. A stock aware recommender system [31] is developed for Tmall
to select recommended items based on both the user preference and the inventory size of items. Although extensive
research has been conducted for recommended systems, for
video advertising, froementioned research mainly considers
the relationship between users and products, the semantics
of product and video are totally ignored, which motivates
this work.

3.
3.1
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Figure 2: Framework of the proposed Video eCommerce advertising system.
position. HRMF is novelly proposed to integrate keyframeproduct association, user-product interest relationship and
video scene importance to recommend appropriate product
ads to users, which is modeled as an optimization problem.

3.2

Object Detection and Scene Classification

After shot boundary detection and keyframe extraction
[26], each video is represented as a set of keyframes. A large
scale detection network based on deep convolutional models, LSDA framework [5], is adopted to detect objects in
keyframes. We fine-tune the layers of 1-7 using our labeled
data with bounding box annotation. Totally, the object detection supports 170 object categories that are commonly
occurred in videos and have the vast market potentials, such
as clothes, furniture, electrical appliances, and so on.
GoogleNet [23] deep convolutional network is applied for
scene classification. To accelerate the training process, the
size of input images is reduced to 128x128 and small network
architecture is used. The stride of conv1 layer is enlarged
from 2 to 4, and the kernel number of conv2 layer is reduced
from 192 to 96. For remaining Inception layers, the kernel
number is set as the half of its original number. Similar
to the categories of object detection, the scene categories
are determined based on the advertising potentials and appearance frequency in videos, such as office, meeting room,
playground, and so on. Totally, 49 scenes are recognized in
our work.

FRAMEWORK AND PREPROCESSING
Framework

The framework of the proposed online video advertising
system, Video eCommerce, is illustrated in Figure 2. Preprocessing is first conducted. After video structure analysis,
a video is represented as a set of keyframes. Object detection and scene classification are applied on keyframes to obtain the visual-terms (category tags). Different relationships among keyframes, visual-terms, products, product-terms
(product textual tags) form five initial association matrices, which are exploited for Co-Relation Regression (CRR).
The semantic association between keyframes and products is constructed by CRR. To alleviate the problem of data
sparsity and mine user behavior, cross-domain purchase histories from MagicBox and Tmall are integrated to infer user
shopping preference, which is modeled with Heterogenous
Information Network (HIN). Video Scene Importance Model (VSIM) is integrated to determine the product insertion

3.3

Association Matrix Initialization

The initial association matrices are computed with the
assistance of scene classification, object detection and similarity measurement among different components, which are
defined as follows:
Modeling the relations between keyframes and visualconcepts (F matrix) The visual-concepts refer to the category labels of object detection and scene classification. The
relationship between keyframe fi and visual-concept tj is
measured based on the tf − idf weight, which is defined as
follows:
Fij = tfij · idfj
where tfij is the term frequency of concept tj in keyframe
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Algorithm 1 Co-Relation Regression (CRR)

fi , and idfj is the inverse document frequency for concept
tj across all keyframes.
Modeling the relations between products and productterms (P matrix) The product-terms denote the textual
description of products. The relationship between product
pi and product-term tj is defined as follows:

E2
1
Input: F P , S, C, F , P , tE
k , tk , γ1 , γ2 , γ3 .
ˆ
ˆ
Output: E1 , E2
1: Initialize: E10 = F P P , E20 = (F P )T F ;
2: for k = 1 → n kdo k
∂f
∂f
∂f k ∂f k ∂g k
∂g k
3:
Calculate ∂E11 , ∂E12 , ∂E21 , ∂E32 , ∂E
and ∂E
1
2

Pij = tfij · idfj

4:

where tfij is the term frequency of term tj in product pi ,
and idfj is the inverse document frequency for term tj across
all products.
Modeling of relations between keyframes and products (F P matrix) The relationship matrix of keyframes
and products is denoted as F P . If a product pj is relevant to a detected object in keyframe fi , FijP is equal to 1.
Otherwise, it is 0. For an object detected in a keyframe,
the detected object region is treated as the query example
and searched to find visually similar products in database.
Meanwhile, products are also searched with text search engine in Tmall using the text label of the object category.
These results are further fused as the final relevant products
by linear fusion.
Modeling the relations between keyframes (S matrix) The keyframe similarity matrix is denoted as S, in
which each item is a linear fusion of visual (Vij ) and textual
(Tij ) similarity between two keyframes.

5:
6:

7:
8: end for
9: return Eˆ1 , Eˆ2

• Meanwhile, if two products have high similarity in C, the
association in E2 should be mapped to the same visual
concepts.
The issue of keyframe and product association is modeled
as an optimization problem. According to these intuitions,
an objective function is proposed to solve these two targeting
matrices E1 and E2 . Our target is to minimize the cost
function:

2
min ( αE1 P T + (1 − α) F E2T − F P F
E1 ,E2
(1)
2
2
+γ1 E1 E1T − S F + γ2 E2 E2T − C F
+γ3 (kE1 k2F + kE2 k2F ))

Si,j = e−(αVij +(1−α)Tij )
Each keyframe is represented as a 4,096 dimensional CNN
feature, and cosine similarity is used to measure their visual
similarity Vij . The tf-idf vector in F is adopted to calculate
their textual similarity Tij using cosine distance.
Modeling the relations between products (C matrix)
Similarly, the product relevance matrix C is a linear fusion
of visual and textual similarity between two products, which
is the same as S.

4.

To simplify the description, we get:
2

• f1 (E1 , E2 ) = (αE1 P T + (1 − α)F E2T ) − F P F means that
the recommended products should not deviate much from
the objects detected from the keyframes.
2

• f2 (E1 ) = E1 E1T − S F denotes that the recommended
products should be similar if two keyframes are semantically similar.

ASSOCIATION MODELING

The associations between videos and products, users and
products, as well as users and videos are modeled by CoRelation Regression (CRR), Heterogeneous Information Network (HIN), and Video Scene Importance Model (VSIM),
respectively, which will be elaborated as following subsections.

4.1

∂f1k
∂f k
∂g k
+ γ1 ∂E21 + γ3 ∂E
∂E1
1
k
k
∂f
∂f
∂g k
5FE2 (E1 , E2 ) = ∂E12 + γ2 ∂E32 + γ3 ∂E
2
(k+1)
1
E1
= E1k + tE
k+1 5 FE1 (E1 , E2 )
(k+1)
2
E2
= E2k + tE
k+1 5 FE2 (E1 , E2 )

5FE1 (E1 , E2 ) =

2

• f3 (E2 ) = E2 E2T − C F means that two related products
should be recommended to the same keyframes.
• g(E1 , E2 ) = kE1 k2F + kE2 k2F is a regularization term for
smoothing.
where α ∈ [0, 1] is a weighting factor to control the contribution of keyframes and products, and γ1 , γ2 , γ3 are nonnegative parameters less than 1, which control the weights
of each constraint.
In order to minimize the cost function, we differentiate
f (E1 , E2 ) with regard to E1 and E2 at each iteration, respectively. The following iterative formulas are proposed
for the optimization problem.

Co-Relation Regression

In order to model the association between keyframes and
products, we consider the following two relations from the
viewpoints of video semantics and product description, respectively. The relation of video semantics is defined as
E1 = F P P , which assumes that similar keyframes should be
mapped to the same product-terms. At the same time, the
relation of product description E2 = (F P )T F is also defined,
which assumes that similar products should be mapped to
the same visual concepts too. With these two co-relations,
we have the following three intuitions:

∂f1
∂E1
∂f1
∂E2

• The co-relations from E1 and E2 should be consistent with
the initial relations between keyframes and products i.e.
FP.
• If two keyframes have high similarity in S, the association
in E1 should be mapped to the same product-terms.

= 2α(αE1 P T + (1 − α)F E2T − F P )P

= 2(1 − α)((αE1 P T + (1 − α)F E2T − F P )T )F
∂f2
∂E1

= 4(E1 E1T − S)E1

∂f3
∂E2

= 4(E2 E2T − C)E2
∂g
∂E1
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= 2γ3 E1

∂g
∂E2

= 2γ3 E2

Products

Users

The optimization is summarized as an iterative algorithm,
which is introduced in Algorithm 1. E1 and E2 are updated
at each iteration until the function is converged. The results of E1 and E2 , denoted as Eˆ1 and Eˆ2 , respectively, are
adopted to estimate the keyframe-product correlation by:

Purchase
Records

P1
P2

Magic Box

Videos

F p = αEˆ1 P T + (1 − α)F Eˆ2T

P3
P4

Time complexity analysis. The time complexity of
CRR is determined by the matrix calculation and the number of iterations, which is O(NI (NK +NP )2 ), where NI , NK ,
NP are the numbers of iterations, keyframes and products,
respectively.

4.2

Figure 3: Four meta-paths for cross-domain user
preference diffusion between users and products.

Cross-domain User Preference Diffusion

where C(s, t) is the number of meta-path instances between
s and t. C(s, :) denotes the path count starting with s; and
C(:, t) denotes the path count ending with t.

In this section, we will introduce the modeling of user
preference, in which user-product association is constructed
through meth-paths under the framework of Heterogeneous
Information Network (HIN) [28]. The Video eCommerce
system can be regarded as a HIN, which contains different
types of relationships among users and products, as shown
in Figure 3. In HIN, two entities (such as, users, videos or
products) can be connected via different paths (relations).
These paths may contain different entity types and relationship types in inconsistent orders and with various lengths.
The meta-path [22] is adopted to describe path types. Previous studies suggest that meta-paths can be used to facilitate
entity similarity and proximity measurement [22, 28].
R

R

4.3

purchase

→

product

view&buy

similar

3. M P3 : user
→
video
associate
object
→
product
view&buy

→

R

f (t)

depends on that in previous step Ui,j . It will be added a
weight of 0.5 (pause and then browse), 1.0 (seek or replay)
and -0.5 (fast browse or skip), respectively, according to user
f (t)
behavior. Please note that Ui,j is normalized to [0, 1] by

product

contain

→

contain

keyf rame

4. M P4 : user
→
video
→
keyf rame
associate
similar
object
→
product → product

contain

→

f (t)

Ui,j =

contain

→

f (t)

f (t)

f (t)

f (t)

Ui,j −Umin
f (t)
f (t)
Umax −Umin

where Umax and Umin denote the maximum and minimum
f (t)
of Ui,j in the tth iteration, respectively. When a viewer
watches the video which contains keyframe fj more than
f (t)
once, Ui,j directly indicates the video scene importance for
user ui .
For a new viewer who has not seen the video before, based
on the assumption that watching behavior of reviewers is
approximately homophily [4], we use the average of all users
who have seen the video before to initialize its weight.

in which the observed user-product preference can be directly obtained from meta-paths of M P1 and M P3 , the potential
reference can be induced from meta-paths of M P2 and M P4 .
The user preference diffusion score between user s and
product t along the kth meta-path is calculated as follows:
Rk (s, t) =

Video Scene Importance Model

In this section, we will introduce the modeling of video
scene importance. As video is a time evolving sequence with
diverse contents, users may have different degrees of interest
on different parts of the video. The recommended products
should be inserted to the keyframes where viewers will stay
for a longer time. Therefore, the keyframe is defined as the
basic unit of video segment.
In order to obtain the matrix of video scene importance,
U F , we leverage user click-through (user browsing behaviors
on a video sequence) to obtain the video scene importance
f
weight. The weight of video scene importance Ui,j
is the
importance degree of user ui to keyframe fj which is extracted from video shots, where j = {1, ..., |D|} and |D| is
the number of keyframes in a video. If a user fast-forwards
or fast-backwards a scene (i.e., keyframe), he/she may not
f
be interested in this scene, then the weight Ui,j
for keyframe
fj should be decreased. If a user seeks a specific keyframe
or to replay a scene, he/she may have strong interest on
f
the content of this scene, then the weight Ui,j
should be
increased. Based on these observations, we record the user
browsing behaviors and classify the behaviors into four catf
egories. The weight Ui,j
is then dynamically adjusted by a
voting-based approach.
f (t+1)
for keyframe fj at the t + 1 iteration
The weight Ui,j

Meta-Path: A meta-path M P = A0 →1 A1 →2 ... →k Ak
is a path in a network schema GT = (A, R), which defines
a new composite relation R1 × R2 × ... × Rk between type
A0 and Ak , where Ai ∈ A and Ri ∈ R for i = 0, ...k. A0 =
sub(R1 ) = sub(M P ), Ak = obj(Rk ) = obj(M P ) and Ai =
obj(Ri ) = sub(Ri+1 ) for i = 1, ..., k − 1, where sub(·) defines
the subject of certain relationship, and obj(·) defines the
object. In our HIN (as showed in Figure 3), the subject of
our M P1 ∼ M P4 is users, and the object is products.
Now the cross-domain user preference can be diffused by
a couple of meta-paths. The intuition is that if a user purchased a product from Tmall.com directly or through MagicBox, the user and the product will be linked. Meanwhile,
other products that are semantically relevant to the purchased product, can be treated as substitutes or alternative
ones. The user will be treated as having a hidden relationship with these products. The four meta-paths showed in
Figure 3 are listed as follows.
purchase
1. M P1 : user
→ product
2. M P2 : user

Purchased
Products

Watch & Buy

2∗C(s,t)
C(s,:)+C(:,t)
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5.

HETEROGENEOUS RELATION
MATRIX FACTORIZATION

Algorithm 2 Heterogeneous Relation Matrix Factorization
(HRMF)
Input: F p of CRR, Rk of HIN, U F of VSIM, Ri,j of Tmall
MagicBox, and learning rate αs ∈ (0, 1).
Output: R̂
1: Initialize Uˆf , Fˆp , W randomly;
2: while Uˆf , Fˆp are not converged do
3:
for each observed user-product pair (i, j) ∈ R do
4:
Calculate ∂Jˆf , ∂Jˆp ,

With the association modeling presented in last section,
the personalized video advertising is achieved under Heterogeneous Relation Matrix Factorization (HRMF). Three target matrices can be defined for aforementioned three models. The first target matrix is user-keyframe preference matrix Uˆf , which denotes the interests between viewers and
keyframes. It is utilized to find the best insert position
of product ads. The second one is keyframe-product association matrix Fˆp , referring to the association between
keyframes and products, which combines user preference and
video semantics. The third one is meta-path weigh matrix
W , denoting the importance of user-product interaction under certain meta-path semantics. It is used to fuse crossdomain user preference elegantly.
The personalized product advertising is converted to an
optimization problem. The first term of the model incorporates the collaborative filtering component, which keeps the
recommended product results closer to the observed userproduct interactions. The second and third items consider the video scene importance and the association between
keyframes and products, respectively. The fourth term of
the model is the user-product relationship from the crossdomain user preference diffusion method. The last one is
the smoothing term. It is defined as follows:

J=

min (
NK
X
j=0

5:
6:

Vˆjp ← Vˆjp −

NM
X
k=0

Wk

∂J
ˆf
∂ Ui
s ∂J
α ˆp ,
∂V

end for
while W is not converged do
∂J1
Calculate ∂W
,
k

∂J1
10:
Wi ← Wi − αs ∂W
,
k
11:
end while
12: end while
13: return The predicted ratings R̂ = Uˆf Fˆp .

J1 = µ

PNM

k=0

Wk

ˆf ˆp
j=0 (Ui Fj

PNU PNK
i=0

k 2
− Ri,j
) + λ(kW k2F )

We can see that J1 becomes a linear model for each Wk .
Therefore, Stochastic Gradient Descent is also used to obtain
W.
1 ∂J
ˆf
2
∂ Ui

i=0

kFˆjp − Fjp k2F + µ

∂ Vj

j

7:
8:
9:

NU NK
NU
X
X ˆf p
X
ˆ
(Ui Fˆj − Ri,j )2 + α
k(Uif − Uif )k2F

Uˆf ,Fˆp ,W i=0 j=0

+β

∂ Ui

ˆ
ˆ
Uif ← Uif − αs

NU NK
X
X ˆf p
k 2
(Ui Fˆj − Ri,j
)

=
µ

PNM PNU ˆf ˆf ˆp
PNU ˆf
k
k=0
i=0 Ui (Ui Fj − Ri,j ) +
i=0 (Ui )

i=0 j=0
1 ∂J
2 ∂ Vˆp
j

+λ(kUˆf k2F + kFˆp k2F + kW k2F ))
(2)

=

µ

These symbols have the same meanings as introduced in
previous sections. NU , NK , NM are the number of users,
keyframes and meta-paths, respectively. Ri,j is the purchase
records that user i purchased product j in Tmall MagicBox.
α and β are parameters capturing the importance of video
scene and video semantics, respectively, which will be discussed in the experimental part. Similar to [19], the logistic
function f (x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)) is used to normalize the
k
values in U f , F p and Ri,j
within the range of [0, 1].
The learning of HRMF is implemented in a two-step iteration approach, where the preference matrix of viewers to
keyframes Uˆf , the keyframe-product association matrix Fˆp
and the weight matrix for meta-paths W will be mutually
enhanced. In the first step, the weight matrix W is fixed and
the optimal Uˆf and Fˆp are learnt. In the second step, Uˆf
and Fˆp are fixed, and the optimal weight matrix W is learnt.
The optimization is summarized as an iterative algorithm,
which is introduced in Algorithm 2.
Step 1: Optimize Uˆf and Fˆp given W : When W is
fixed, the model becomes a traditional collaborative filtering method. Therefore, similar to [27], Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) is adopted to solve this problem.
Step 2: Optimize W given Uˆf and Fˆp : When Uˆf and
Fˆp are fixed, it only includes Uˆf , and Fˆp can be discarded.
The objective function is reduced to:

PNU ˆf ˆf ˆp
PNU ˆf
f
i=0 Ui (Ui Fj − Ri,j ) + α
i=0 (Ui − Ui ) +

PNK ˆp
PNK ˆp ˆf ˆp
p
j=0 Vj (Ui Fj − Ri,j ) + β
j=0 (Vj − Vj ) +

PNM PNK ˆf ˆf ˆp
PNK ˆp
k
k=0
j=0 Vi (Ui Fj − Ri,j ) +
j=0 (Vj )

1 ∂J1
2 ∂Wk

= λWk + µ

ˆf ˆp
j=0 (Ui Fj

PNU PNK
i=0

− Ri,j )2

After minimizing this model, Uˆf , Fˆp , and W can be obtained. The predicted ratings can be obtained as R̂ = Uˆf Fˆp .
In practice, the recommended insert positions should meet
the uniform distribution. Assume that there are M insert
positions, the video will be divided into M equal portions.
For a user ui , according to the maximun Rˆi,j , the product
pj will be recommended at the keyframe which is indicated
ˆ
by maximum Uif in each portion.
Time complexity analysis. The time complexity of
computing the gradients of U , F and W is O(NI NU ), O(NI NU )
and O(NI NU NP ), respectively. NI , NK , NP and NU are the
number of iterations, keyframes, products and users, respectively. Therefore, the upper bound of the complexity of Alg.
2 is O(NI NU NP )

6.

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the effect of individual component for the performance of Video eCommerce, and compare
it with state-of-the-art approaches. We study this problem
empirically by conducting a live controlled experiment with
real customers in a real industrial setting.
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Figure 4: The personalized product advertising examples recommended by Video eCommerce for different
users. The top of the figure (with blue border) shows a complete advertising procedure.

6.1

Experimental Design

• Page View Favorite Ratio (PVF): It denotes the ratio
of product ads which are favorited to all product ads that
are clicked.

To eliminate the bias from user sampling, we select at least
400 users having purchase records from every video. Several statistical tests, including t-test and Chi-square test, are
conducted to keep the consistency between the selected users and whole customer database, based on six variables: 1)
age; 2) gender; 3) number of orders; 4) number of purchased
items at different domains; 5) money spent on the Website;
6) year of subscription. We measure the distributions of
each variable between the selected users and the customer
database, and update the selected users until there is no any
statistically significant difference on similarities. Each performance metric is then averaged across customers instead
of using the absolute values for every video.
To evaluate the performance, we select the latest released
235 videos and their associated information as our dataset,
which consists of 25 movies, 4 TV series (157 videos) and 53
variety shows. Totally, there are 47,768 users, 235 videos,
52,405 keyframes, 288,200 products, 219 visual concepts and
10,932 product terms.

6.2

• Unique Visitor Favorite Ratio (UVF): It refers to
the ratio of unique individuals who favorite products to
total individuals who click product ads, regardless how
many products they favorite.

6.3

Performance Comparison of CRR Model

In this subsection, we evaluate the impact of CRR to the
Video eCommerce system.

6.3.1

Baselines

To evaluate the performance, we compare the proposed
method with three baseline methods (Search T, Search V
and Search T+V) and four variants of CRR. The results of
these methods are treated as the input of HRMF model to
evaluate the overall performance. Search T, Search V and
Search T+V represent that only textual features (the tags of
object and scene detection), only visual features (CNN features of detected objects), and their combinations are used
to retrieve the similar products, respectively. Meanwhile,
to evaluate the effects of different components of CRR, four
variants of CRR are also tested. CRR-KA and CRR-PA refer to CRR with keyframe relation and product relation is
considered, when α is set to 1 and 0 in Eqn. 1, respectively. CRR-KR and CRR-PR refer to CRR with regularizer of
keyframes and products when γ1 or γ2 is set to 0 in Eqn. 1,
respectively.

Evaluation Criteria

Video eCommerce is an online system, we focus on business related performance matrices. A complete advertising
procedure is illustrated on the top of Figure 4 (with blue
border). From left to right, when a user views a video, the
Video eCommerce will pop up an ads on bottom right corner of the screen. If a user is interested in this product
ads, he/she may click ads. By viewing the details, if the
user is really interested in it, he/she may favorite it. At this
point, the business-related crucial performance measures are
defined as follows:

6.3.2

Experiment Results

The performance comparison of CRR model according to
different categories is shown in Figure 5. Generally, the
performance of Search T is poor, since products with the
same text words are too monotonous, so that recommendation purely based on text cannot meet the requirements of
users. When users are attracted by a video, visually similar
products are more accepted for users. Therefore, Search V
association has a better performance than Search T. The
combination of textual and visual features improves the performance, since users will meet a lot of bizarre ads when sys-

• Page View Click Ratio (PVC): It refers to the ratio
of product ads which are clicked to all product ads that
are popped up.
• Unique Visitor Click Ratio (UVC): It is the ratio
of the unique individuals who click product ads to total
individuals who view product ads, regardless how many
product ads they click.
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Figure 5: Performance comparison for CRR model.
Table 1: Performance comparison for HIN and VSIM models
Movies
TV Series
Variety Shows
Approach

PVC

UVC

PVF

UVF

PVC

UVC

PVF

UVF

PVC

UVC

PVF

UVF

Tmall
MagicBox
HIN-Equal
HIN-Random
HIN

0.18
0.16
0.22
0.22
0.28

0.20
0.16
0.26
0.27
0.36

0.16
0.13
0.20
0.18
0.23

0.14
0.13
0.16
0.16
0.25

0.18
0.12
0.16
0.16
0.23

0.25
0.20
0.29
0.32
0.40

0.16
0.10
0.15
0.13
0.18

0.12
0.10
0.13
0.13
0.21

0.13
0.11
0.15
0.14
0.15

0.19
0.16
0.23
0.19
0.25

0.08
0.06
0.08
0.07
0.08

0.13
0.10
0.18
0.17
0.18

VSIM-Un
VSIM-Random
VSIM

0.16
0.24
0.28

0.17
0.26
0.36

0.16
0.16
0.23

0.14
0.16
0.25

0.13
0.16
0.23

0.21
0.28
0.40

0.13
0.14
0.18

0.11
0.14
0.21

0.13
0.16
0.15

0.21
0.20
0.25

0.06
0.08
0.08

0.17
0.17
0.18

6.4.2

tem only relies on the visual information. And because users
have dissimilar viewing habits for different video categories,
which contain completely diverse semantic information, the
performance for different categories are inconsistent. Furthermore, most of variety show videos in our dataset are
talk show, which contain little semantic information, so the
improvement for variety shows is minor.
CRR-KA has the worst performance than CRR-PA, since
the semantic of video is more important than product when
the user is concentrate on videos. All regularizers imposed
to the main regression term play important roles in CRR
model. Comparatively, the keyframe regularizer (CRR-KR)
is more helpful than the product regularizer (CRR-PR). It
indicates that video semantics are more useful than the relationship between products for Video eCommerce. Finally,
it is easy to find that CRR model well addresses the association between keyframes and products, which achieves the
best performance.

6.4

The performance comparison is listed in Table 1. We can
see that the performance using Tmall purchase history has
better performance than MagicBox. This is because the
number of purchase records from MagicBox is much sparser than Tmall, since MagicBox is still a newborn product.
In this situation, the user preference induced from Tmall
is very meaningful. Furthermore, HIN has better performance than HIN-Equal and HIN-Random. This is because
our HRMF model can automatically learn regression weights, and do not need to set parameters in advance. HIN model
not only integrates clues from Tmall and MagicBox, but also
learns suitable weights to integrate user performance, which
outperforms the single-domain methods and other HIN variants.

6.5

Performance Comparison of VSIM Model

In this subsection, the impact of video scene importance
is conducted.

Performance Comparison of HIN Model

6.5.1

To evaluate the performance of the proposed HIN model,
in this subsection, we analyze the impact of cross-domain
user shopping preference.

6.4.1

Experiment Results

Baselines

To evaluate the impact of the proposed VSIM model, we
compare it with two variants of VSIM, VSIM-Un and VSIMRandom, which mean that video scene importance is not
considered, and it is randomly selected, respectively.

Baselines

6.5.2

We compare the proposed method with single-domain baselines Tmall and MagicBox. That is, only MP1 and MP2
meta-paths are used for Tmall, while MP3 and MP4 metapaths are deployed for MagicBox. In addition, we also evaluate the performance of different weighs for meta-paths.
HIN-Equal and HIN-Random mean that weights for each
selected meta-path are equal and randomly selected, respectively. For HIN, the weights (learned by HRMF) of four
meta-paths are assigned as 0.40, 0.24, 0.21 and 0.15, respectively.

Experiment Results

The experimental results are reported in Table 1. We can
see that the performance of VSIM-Un is poor, when video
scene importance is ignored. VSIM and VSIM-Random have
conspicuously better performance than VSIM-Un. It means that user attention based on video scene importance can
be rationally used to improve the performance. VSIM model outperforms VSIM-Random, indicating that VSIM model
can choose suitable video scene weights to insert advertisement.
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Figure 6: Performance comparison of the state-of-the-art methods

6.6

Performance Comparison With State-ofthe-art Approaches

As shown in the bottom of Figure 4, when a user has a clear
preference (e.g., she likes jeans), a jeans is recommended.
What’s more, Video eCommerce also considers video semantics. A coffee cup and Nike running shoe are advertised according to video semantics, in which these two objects are
not detected in the keyframes.

In this subsection, we will compare the performance of
Video eCommerce with state-of-the-art approaches.

6.6.1

Baselines

To verify the performance, we compare our system with
non-personalized methods, such as retrieval-based methods (Search T, Search V and Search T+V) and VideoSense
[15]. Here, Search T, Search V and Search T+V are different from Sec. 6.3 where HRMF is not applied. We also
compare it with three commonly used recommender systems, UserCF [25], ItemCF [21], and NMF [29]. UserCF [25] and
ItemCF [21] are the most popular user-based and item-based
collaborative filtering approaches, respectively. NMF [29] is
a non-negative matrix factorization method. For these recommender approaches, the results from CRR are used to
associate videos to corresponding products.

6.6.2

6.7

There are four parameters in CRR and four parameters
in HRMF. For the parameter setting, grid search is used to
obtain the optimal parameters. To verify the importance of
co-relation, we test the performance of α from 0 to 1 with
the step size of 0.1. In our application, the best result is
achieved when α = 0.6. As the value of α is too small,
the largest performance degradation is occurred, referring
to CRR-KA in Figure 5. When it is too large, the result
will not be good enough, as CRR-PA in Figure 5.
In HRMF, to verify the contextual and video scene constraint, we test the performance of α and β from 0 to 20
with the step size of 0.1. In our application, the best result
is achieved when α = 10 and β = 4. When the values of
α and β are too small, the largest degree of performance
degradation is occurred. From the experimental experience,
µ is an important parameter, which directly affects the performance of our algorithm. When R is sparse, a larger µ
can improve the recommendation results, because more information can be added to the training process. On the
other hand, when R is not sparse, a larger µ will bias the
recommendation results. Therefore, the value of µ depends
on how sparse R is. In this sense, we can use the proportion of non-zero elements in matrix R to calculate µ. In our
application, the best result is achieved when µ = 0.75.

Experiment Results

The performance comparison is shown in Figure 6. Generally, the personalized recommender systems have much better performance than non-personalized ones, such as traditional retrieval-based methods. This is because the click and
favorite behaviors of users are more related to their personalized interests. For classic recommendation methods, NMF
performs much better than UserCF and ItemCF, since it
has better performance in approximating the user-product
interactions. People may have an impulse to buy semantically related products, so VideoSense has better performance
than traditional retrieval-based methods. Video eCommerce
combines video semantics and user preference, which performs better than VideoSense. Compared with these personalized recommendation, Video eCommerce achieves the
best performance across all measures and obtains approximately 25% improvement in terms of PVC compared to the
best baseline NMF. Furthermore, the experiments demonstrate that video content (semantics, scene, and association
rule) and cross-domain user shopping preference have direct
effects on the performance of video recommendation. The
proposed Video eCommerce is an effective recommendation
system, which can recommend appropriate products by simultaneously considering product property, video semantics
and user’s shopping preference. It can meet user’s requirement and bring significant value for e-commerce websites.

6.6.3

Parameter Study

7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an innovative system, Video eCommerce, is
presented for online video advertising, which is able to exhibit appropriate product ads to particular users according
to video content. Co-Relation Regression, Heterogeneous Information Network, Video Scene Importance are proposed to
effectively model the associations among users, videos and
products, which ensure the product diversity, alleviate the
problems of data-sparsity and cold-start, and portray the
importance of video content. Finally Heterogeneous Relation Matrix Factorization is applied for product recommendation. Extensive experiments have been conducted over a
large-scale of online video dataset and promising results have
been achieved in crucial business-related performance measures, which outperforms state-of-the-art approaches. To
the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first video ecommerce systems have been running online comprehensive-

Advertising Examples

Video eCommerce can recommend different products to
various users according to their preference, even if they are
watching the same keyframe. As a user has no obvious shopping preference, visually similar products will be advertised.
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ly taking into account the relationships among users, videos
and products. In the future, we will explore large scale online
advertising and conduct real-time update for new objects, so
that the whole framework can be efficiently performed in real
time.
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